FULL-SYSTEM RESET + EQ CLEANSE
Created by Mickaela Grace
EQ-ENHANCED
ALKALINITY

+
HIGHER ELECTRICITY

=
HIGHER IMMUNITY

// OVERVIEW
Ignite your life with a sustainable whole-system reboot for a healthier lifestyle. This deeply impactful and
guided process includes: spiritual advisement
immune-boosting breathwork
meditation scientific
systems for holistic living deep detoxification + pathogenic cleansing homeopathic endocrine-system +
microbiome restoration powerful writing exercises + art encounters daily coaching ceremonial group
process work to clear belief patterns, memory, and catabolic emotion from the cellular tissues of the body.
Participants melt away actual chemical toxins while also taking inventory of the unmet needs, beliefs, and
emotional narratives behind certain habits—not only jumpstarting natural weight loss, but also rebooting both
mood and metabolism.
This process can clear the root causes of depression, anxiety, addiction, chronic pain and complaint, fatigue,
food allergies, digestive problems, sleep disturbances, and catabolic conflict. Our protocol provides a simple
and supportive way to liberate oneself from past negativity while boosting energy levels to increase productivity,
electricity, and herd immunity.

WEEK 1 // IMBALANCES (the science of stress) *study endocrine + biome science behind cleanse
WEEK 2 // INFLAMMATION (the science behind the biome) *study elemental + emotional ties to health
WEEK 3 // INTENTION (the power of thought propulsion) *study productive vs. pollutive thinking
WEEK 4 // INTEGRATION (the power of moderation for manifestation) *embody self-mastery over reactivity
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// DETAILS
“PANDEMIC PROOF” YOU PERSONHOOD
FACT: 90% of all hospital visits are stress related.
Stress (emotional or chemical) weakens electricity in the cells.
Weak cells invite pathogenic invasion.

So weakened electricity = weakened immunity.
21 min/day of proper breathwork = alkalinity in the blood and body.
Alkalinity = an ecosystem where NO VIRUS, bacteria, parasite
nor cancer cell can thrive.

Our cleanse involves 3 weeks (21 days) of HOMEOPATHIC HCG CLEANSING (see details below) with our
signature EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE (EQ) COACHING and group work followed by 3 weeks of metabolic
stabilization + reforestation (6-week total commitment). Though participants lose an average of 1 lb. a day in a
natural and safe way, weight loss is a happy side effect to this holistic spiritual cleanse designed to:

RELEASE // and detoxify debris stuck in the adipose tissue (fat cells) such as parabens, pesticides, preservatives,
pathogens (parasites, viruses, bacteria, yeasts, molds, mycotoxins, biofilms), and catabolic chemicals—including
trapped emotion— that contribute to the “toxic barrel” and inhibit happiness and organ function.

RESET // the metabolism to enhance exercise regimens and to better manage the stress chemicals produced
by emotional conflict, chemicals, and fast-paced living.

BALANCE // the mood, adrenals, attitude, and overall endocrine system while increasing emotional
intelligence and learning skills for enhanced human relationship and harmony.

LINK // the body, mind, and spirit for better discernment, inner knowing, and intuition while identifying belief
patterns and emotions tied to any physical pain, illness, or ailment. Graduate beyond any trauma, conflict,
obstacle, life event, chronic stress, or sabotaging narrative.

BOOST // adaptability and herd immunity by amplifying electricity and community. Our style of meditation,
breathwork, and process work uplifts on every level (PEMS) and creates sustainable alkalinity, electricity,
productivity, creativity, and thereby, IMMUNITY.

GROUP MEDITATION
IS WHERE THE
MAGIC HAPPENS
Please try to attend every meeting
because the meditation process
amplifies the cleanse process.
This *Cleanse Circle is bound by confidentiality and participants agree to hold the utmost respect and
integrity for this ceremonial circle. THIS IS LIFE-CHANGING INNER WORK THAT REQUIRES FULL RESPONSIBILITY
IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE FULL SOVERIGNTY. We are coming together to free ourselves from past toxicity. On
every level. And we agree to love and honor ourselves and each other on that journey.
*Note: No information included in this cleanse represents medical advice nor the replacement of medical care.
Participants assume full responsibility and liability for participation.
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THE POWER OF HOMEOPATHIC HCG

HCG is a naturally occurring human hormone that sends a signal to convert one’s own stored fat into usable
energy. Enjoyed by both a newborn baby and a mother as a “happy hormone” while breastfeeding, HCG
instructs the body to burn the no-longer-needed excess fat stores as fuel in order to promote lean muscle mass
so a new mother can soon chase around a toddler. This cleanse does not put that hormone into the body, but
instead gives us a tiny micro dose (1/1millionth) of the hormone (and it’s precursors) to induce our system to
make it ourselves. Mixed with a low-calorie diet that avoids sugars, starches, and oils, this puts us into a state of
ketosis where we dissolve old fat (along with trapped toxins) as a form of energy conversion—resulting in easy
weight loss, hormone balancing, mood shifting, and metabolism resetting without suffering.
HCG is also a celebratory hormone that promotes satiety and biochemical joy, so participants often feel higher
happiness and levels of energy while cleansing—allowing for high levels of exercise and productivity. But the
greater benefit comes from releasing decades-worth of trapped toxins. Fat cells are meant to act as a sound
barrier to catabolic elements (emotions, memories, chemicals, pathogens) so this cleanse offers a life-changing
unloading of history—creating immediate spiritual, emotional, intellectual and immunological benefits.
This is not a diet. And our chief concern is not weight loss—but rather evolutionary growth of consciousness,
compassion, r/evolutionary self-love (rather than just “self-care”), and emotional intelligence.

// BASIC REQUIREMENTS
YES to a 6-week heartfelt protocol commitment (and 4-week group-process-work commitment).
YES to a 3-week *Paleo-Diet Routine (limited-calorie cleanse consisting of lean meats, healthy
veggies, & low glycemic-index fruits) and a simultaneous Candida/Yeast/Fungus/Mold/Metals
Detox (followed by a 3-week stabilization period with normal calories but limitations (totaling 6
weeks). *(Vegan/ Vegetarian option available)
What does this mean?
NO PROCESSED SUGARS, NO OILS/FATS, NO STARCH, NO GRAINS, NO DAIRY, NO ALCOHOL,
NO RECREATIONAL DRUGS, NO PESTICIDES, NO PRESERVATIVES, NO SELF CRUELTY.
YES to a 3-week metabolic stabilization period for a microbiome reforestation, metabolism
reset, gut recovery, and immunity boost—w/ a normal caloric intake
(Keto/Paleo/Whole30 based).
YES TO DAILY ARTFUL LIVING ASSIGNMENTS (via text) with your group for deeper process
work, EQ training, self-discovery, and releasing of old narrative/emotion/memory.
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